CEO_JJ says:
::with delegation::

CNS_Savar says:
::On the U.S.S. Apollo::

CSO_Tyler says:
::recovering in sickbay::

CO_Reed says:
::waking up from meditation::

Host Steve says:
<CSecWolfe>  ::follows the delegation::

COPSPalme says:
::on the bridge talking with AT::

CNS_Savar says:
@::On the U.S.S. Apollo::

CEO_JJ says:
Delegation: This is Main Engineering

Host Steve says:
<Ambassador Normor>  ::leads the delegation into Main Engineering::

CO_Reed says:
::changes into a new uniform, feeling refreshed::

Host Steve says:
<Normor>  ::gives the CEO a haughty look::

CSO_Tyler says:
::rises off bed:: Mailyn: With your permission I'd like to return to OPS

CEO_JJ says:
Normor: This is where I spend most of my duty time

COPSPalme says:
*CNS* Where are you in relation with the Tech Lab?

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE DELEGATION BEGINS NOSING AROUND IN THE ENGINEERING SPACES.....LOOKING AT PANELS, ENGINEERINGS, YEOMEN, ETC

CO_Reed says:
::downloads the latest reports about what happened while he was "away"::

CSO_Tyler says:
<Mailyn> ::reluctantly:: permission granted

CNS_Savar says:
@*COPS*: I'm heading there now.

CEO_JJ says:
Delegation: The Power Core is right over here

Host Steve says:
<Delegation Guard1>  ::approaches CSecWolfe::

CNS_Savar says:
::Enters TL::

CNS_Savar says:
@::Enters TL::

COPSPalme says:
*CNS* Roger, be sure not to disturb anything.

CEO_JJ says:
Normor: Ambassador please don't go in that area there are high levels of radiation in there

CNS_Savar says:
@*COPS*: I'm not Roger.

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  AMBASSADOR NORMOR AND THE DELEGATION, SAVE ONE, FOLLOW THE CEO.....OR SO....POKING AROUND WHEREVER THEY SEE FIT

Host Steve says:
<Csec> Guard:  What can I do for you?

COPSPalme says:
*CNS* affirmative

CO_Reed says:
Computer, locate Commander Wolfe.
<Computer>  Commander Wolfe is in main engineering.

CEO_JJ says:
Delegation: The power core supplies the entire station with the power we need for all the equipment the backup generators are on other decks

CO_Reed says:
Thank you, computer.
<Computer> ::chirp::

CNS_Savar says:
@::Enters lab::

COPSPalme says:
Computer, Locate CSO Tyler

CO_Reed says:
::leaves quarters and heads to Engineering::

COPSPalme says:
<Computer> Sickbay

CEO_JJ says:
Delegation: With a few ajustments the core can also supply docking ships with direct power although we usually use the umblical system for docked ships

LTJGTyler says:
::arrives in OPS and steps off turbolift shaking his head::

Host Steve says:
<Guard> Wolfe: I am feeling....ill.....where are your medical facilities?

Host Steve says:
CEO:  I am taking this delegation member to sickbay, he is feeling under the weather

COPSPalme says:
::keeping a sensor lock on AT::

CEO_JJ says:
Csec: yes sir I will show them the rest of Engineering then take them to their quarters

CSO_Tyler says:
::takes seat at the science console::

COPSPalme says:
CSO:  Can you determine what the powder residue on the Apollo?

CO_Reed says:
::arrives in Engineering and spots the deligation::

CEO_JJ says:
Delegation: the secondary station controls are right here ::walking to center of room::

Host CSecWolfe says:
::leads the Guard to the TL, the two stepping on the lift::

CEO_JJ says:
Delegation: before I get to it though I would like to intruduce the Station's CO

CSO_Tyler says:
COPS: ::looks puzzled  and begins sensor analysis on Apollo

CO_Reed says:
::standing with his hands behind his back::

CSO_Tyler says:
COPS: i'll look into  it... How is the tour of the station coming along??

Host CSecWolfe says:
<Ambassador Norom>  ::looks over at the CO::  About time...Captain...

CNS_Savar says:
@::Glances at artifact, then begins scanning Vulcans::

COPSPalme says:
CTO:  How is the orbit of the Apollo?

CO_Reed says:
Norom:  I aplogize, I had a lot of meditating to do.

Host CSecWolfe says:
::looks at the Guard, he doesn't look ill::

COPSPalme says:
CSO: Just fine with all the FUN.

CEO_JJ says:
::walks over to CO:: CO: sir I was just about to show the Delegation the secdonary control system for the station

CNS_Savar says:
@::Notices Vulcan's high brain activity and re-sets tricorder::

CSO_Tyler says:
COPS: Nothing on my initial sensor readings.. This might take some time

CO_Reed says:
::nods to the CEO::  Proceed.

Host CSecWolfe says:
<Norom>  ::sniffs in derision::  Your staff has......attempted to give us...how your Federation people say, a tour

CSO_Tyler says:
COPS: Fun ::looking a little embarrassed::

COPSPalme says:
CSO: That's fine.

CNS_Savar says:
@::Contemplates mindmelding... no, mental rape...::

COPSPalme says:
*CNS* Have you found out intersecting?

CEO_JJ says:
Delegation: These controls give the Station a secondary command center in case OPS is put out of commision from the rest of the station

CTO_Matt says:
COPS:  The orbit of the Apollo is stable, Sir.

CO_Reed says:
Norom:  Would you prefer to stay in your quarters?  As I understand it, the gravity throught the ship is not quite the same as your own.  Perhaps you would be more comfortable in the quarters we have set up for you?

COPSPalme says:
*CNS* found anything interesting?

Host CSecWolfe says:
<Guard>  ::in a flash of cybornetically enhanced reflexes, grabs Cmdr Wolfe by the neck and lifts him up, choking and silencing him::

CNS_Savar says:
@*COPS*: I found two Vulcans aboard.  They are unconsious, but show high amounts of brain activity.

COPSPalme says:
CTO: That good and let me if anything changes.

CTO_Matt says:
COPS:  Yes, Sir.

Host CSecWolfe says:
<Norom>  CO:  In good time Captain...we have not finished our tour...

Host CSecWolfe says:
::gurgle::

COPSPalme says:
*CNS* Are they in a enclosed space or in the open?

CO_Reed says:
::extends arm::  Please continue, then.

CNS_Savar says:
@*COPS*: They are in the lab, just laying there.  I would like them moved to Sickbay, but not by transporter.

CEO_JJ says:
Delegation: There isn't much more to see here. My Office, and the upper and lower levels of Engineering are off limits to non-starfleet personnel

COPSPalme says:
*CNS* Are they covered in the powder residue?

Host CSecWolfe says:
ACTION:  SEVERAL SMALL PROBES PROTRACT FROM THE GUARDS FINGERS AND SLIDE INTO WOLFE'S NECK.......

CO_Reed says:
::walking behind the tour, listening to and observing the deligation::

Host CSecWolfe says:
::goes limp...and collapses::

CNS_Savar says:
@*COPS*: No.  But it's about everywhere else.  Over 90% of the ship.

CSO_Tyler says:
COPS: Well whatever it is..its not on record.. . did they ever get the logs from the Apollo??

CEO_JJ says:
Normor: I have heard that your people do not like crowded areas so I guess the Promenade wouldn't be a place you want to see

Host CSecWolfe says:
<Guard>  ::gets off the lift at the Delegations quarters, and with an arrogant look, passes the guards and enters, leaving an inert Wolfe in the lift::

COPSPalme says:
CSO: I am not sure, check with CNS.

CEO_JJ says:
CO and Delegation: where to next?

CSO_Tyler says:
*CNS* Tyler to Counselor Savar. Has there been any luck retrieving the  log records from the Apollo

Host CSecWolfe says:
<Norom>  ::stops and appears to be listening to some far off voice...but only briefly::  Our quarters will do for now

CEO_JJ says:
::puts hand out and lets the CO lead::

CNS_Savar says:
@*CSO*: The logs we did get are strange and incoherent.  I'll try to send them, though.

CO_Reed says:
::puzzled for a moment::  This way.

Host CSecWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE DELEGATION FOLLOWS REED

CSO_Tyler says:
*CNS* acknowledged

CEO_JJ says:
::follows as the last person in the Delegation walks out of Engineering::

CNS_Savar says:
@::Moves to a console and send what logs he could get::

CEO_JJ says:
::that didn't go as well as I thought it would::

Host CSecWolfe says:
::shakes head clear, his head throbbing in pain::

COPSPalme says:
CSEC: Cmdr, can we get a decon team to Cargo Bay 3 for AT  arrival?

CNS_Savar says:
@*CSO*: Are you recieving the logs?

CO_Reed says:
::leads the deligation to their quarters... notices the slight gravity change::

Host CSecWolfe says:
::pulls himself up, unsteadily and looks around....a throbbing headache disappaiting quickly:: *COPS*  Yes......Cargo Bay 3...make it so...

CTO_Matt says:
*CNS*:  make sure that you scan the air completely, then, scan yourself before you leave.

CEO_JJ says:
::walks in back:: ::feels the pull::

CNS_Savar says:
@*CTO*: I was unaware that I was leaving.

CSO_Tyler says:
*CNS* Yes i am. Thank you

COPSPalme says:
CSEC: Aye sir, are you alright?

Host CSecWolfe says:
:;as soon as the  headache appeared, it is but a fading memory::

Host CSecWolfe says:
*COPS*  I'm fine.  I'm on my way up to OPS.

CO_Reed says:
::nods to the security team standing outside the door::

Host CSecWolfe says:
::keys OPS::

CTO_Matt says:
*CNS*:  I was giving you a heads up for when you do leave.  What might have affected the crew might already be affecting you.

Host CSecWolfe says:
<Sec2+3>  ::nods at the CO::

COPSPalme says:
*CNS* Just pre-arrival prepartions for your return.

Host CSecWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE AMBASSADOR AND HIS LACKEYS FILE INTO THE ROOM

CSO_Tyler says:
CTO: I still have that decam setup near bay2 he can transport there

CNS_Savar says:
@*CTO and COPS*: Acknowledged.

CEO_JJ says:
::waits in back to fill the CO in on what has happened while he was meditating::

CO_Reed says:
Normor:  If you need anything, just access the COMM system and ask for me.

CTO_Matt says:
CSO:  It might be wise that he stay on the ship, as the moment he gets out of the Apollo air, what happened to the crew might happen to him.

Host CSecWolfe says:
<Norom>  Reed:  Of course...leave us

COPSPalme says:
*CSEC* Aye sir

CEO_JJ says:
::watches as the door shuts::

CO_Reed says:
::raises an eyebrow, then walks away::

Host CSecWolfe says:
<Guard>  The nano-recording probes are in place Ambassador......

CEO_JJ says:
::follows CO:: CO: sir. Have you heard about the Apollo yet

CTO_Matt says:
::access records to find out the crew compliment of the Apollo when they were last heard from::

Host CSecWolfe says:
<Ambassador>  Excellent....activate them....and let us see what they really know.....

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  I read briefly about it.

CNS_Savar says:
@::Scans the Vulcans one last time, them leaves for the Sickbay::

COPSPalme says:
CSO: Can you ensure that no residue enters the station?

CSO_Tyler says:
COPS: I can't assure it...I'm not even sure what it is yet. I can try and setup something however

CO_Reed says:
::walking along side of the CEO::

CEO_JJ says:
CO: Well I would like to take a shuttle or runabout out and make a visual check to the ship's hull there is an odd powder on the ship as you might know and it may have come from space and the breach was later patched

COPSPalme says:
CSO: Thanks

CNS_Savar says:
@::Stops suddenly, scanning the Vulcans again::

Host CSecWolfe says:
:steps off the lift at OPS::

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  What is wrong with the station's sensors?

COPSPalme says:
CSEC: AXO

CSO_Tyler says:
COPS: I'll be in transporter room 2

CSO_Tyler says:
::hops on turbolift pad:: TL: Transporter Room 2

COPSPalme says:
CSO: Alright

CO_Reed says:
::steps onto turbolift::

CEO_JJ says:
CO: nothing sir it's just that we can't visual scan the entire ship and the patches scann just the same on external sensors as hull does

Host CSecWolfe says:
Palmer:  SitRep

CEO_JJ says:
::steps into lift::

CNS_Savar says:
@::Notoces that the Vulcans should not only be awake, but should be performing multi-dimentional calculus...::

COPSPalme says:
CSEC: Sir, AT is on board Apollo, still investigating what happened.

CSO_Tyler says:
*CNS* Tyler to Counselor Savar I have a plan for when your ready to transport over

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  I would rather you send a probe equipped with the proper instruments.

CNS_Savar says:
@*CSO*: Go ahead.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: yes sir I can prepare one from OPS

COPSPalme says:
CSEC:  CSO has set up a decon team in CB2 for AT.

CO_Reed says:
Computer:  OPS.

CSO_Tyler says:
*CNS* I'm going to setup the transporters to scan for an unknown anomalies within your Transporter pattern.

Host CSecWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE AMBASSADOR DETAIL BEGINS WATCHING THE STREAMING MOVIE COMING FROM WOLFE'S HEAD...REPLETE WITH AUDIO AND VIDEO

CSO_Tyler says:
*CNS* instead of beaming you directly hear we are going to keep you in the buffer for a little while longer

CNS_Savar says:
@*CSO*: I would rather not use the transporters with the injured Vulcans here.

CSO_Tyler says:
*CNS* If we do find any, because I'm unsure of the effects removing them would have on you, i'm going to send the pattern right back onboard the apollo

COPSPalme says:
CSEC: Sir, are you feeling alright, you don't look good.

CEO_JJ says:
::TL stops enters OPS and goes the Engineering Station::

Host CSecWolfe says:
Palmer:  I'm fine....still a little tired from shore leave...

CNS_Savar says:
@*CSO*: Are you sure that would be wise?

COPSPalme says:
CSEC: Aye sir

CO_Reed says:
::arrives at OPS::

CEO_JJ says:
::begins to input the command to launch a probe with a camera mounted on it::

CSO_Tyler says:
*CNS* ::jokingly::  you almost sound like yo don't trust me counselor

Host CSecWolfe says:
::notices the CO's arrival:: Captain on deck

CO_Reed says:
::will never get used to that::

CTO_Matt says:
::sets his scans to read for any communications, low level and high level coming or going to the Apollo::

CO_Reed says:
All:  at ease

COPSPalme says:
*CNS* Do you have a diagnios on the Vulcans?

COPSPalme says:
CO: Good afternoon sir

CNS_Savar says:
@*CSO*: On the contrary, I have every confidence in your Starfleet training.  It's the lack of experience with hyper-active Vulcans that would worry most people.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: I am ready to launch the probe sir on your command

CO_Reed says:
Palmer:  Thank you.
CEO:  Proceed.  Display the results on the main viewer.

CEO_JJ says:
::launches probe and starts to pilot it::

CSO_Tyler says:
*CNS* I'm open to suggestions, but your there and i'm here. Its your call

CEO_JJ says:
CO: I am going to start at the Forward section Port and work my way starboard aft

CO_Reed says:
::watches the viewer::

CNS_Savar says:
@*CSO*: I would like to have a medical officer look them over.  And they are in short supply over here.  Maybe the EMH, if it works...

CEO_JJ says:
CO: coming into range now ::puts on main viewer::

Host CSecWolfe says:
CO:  Shall I head over to the Apollo, Sir?

CSO_Tyler says:
*CNS* Have you checked it yet? ::arrives in Transporter room 2::

CTO_Matt says:
::connects his computer into the Apollo and checks for any transporter usage recently::

CO_Reed says:
Wolfe:  If you think you are needed.

COPSPalme says:
CO: I think it would be prudent with as little contact with Apollo, no offense CSEC.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: the first sweep looks fine to me sir

CNS_Savar says:
@*CSO*: No, but I am heading there.

Host CSecWolfe says:
OPS:  You question the abilities of the biofilters installed in our transporter system OPS?

CEO_JJ says:
::continues to look at the hull of the ship::

CSO_Tyler says:
*CNS* I'm setting up the filtration system now. Let me know when you get to sickbay.

CNS_Savar says:
@::Makes sure the Vulcans aren't going anywhere and heads to Sickbay::

COPSPalme says:
CSEC: No sir but I would wager on caution.

CSO_Tyler says:
::begins altering filtration system ::

Host CSecWolfe says:
COPS:  If we followed that line of thought, Palmer, we wouldn't be out here....risk is all part of the job

CEO_JJ says:
::finds an odd spot then halts probe movement::

CEO_JJ says:
CO: sir I found something

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  What is it?

CEO_JJ says:
CO: well there's some kind of energy field around the nacelles

COPSPalme says:
CSEC: I know that sir but we have three crew member over there now (CFCO, CMO, CNS).

Host CSecWolfe says:
::turns attention to the CEO::  CEO:  On viewer

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  Does it match anything on record?

CEO_JJ says:
CO: and it is blocking most of a batch of hull that looks suspious ::on main viewer::

CNS_Savar says:
@::Arrives in Sickbay::

CEO_JJ says:
CO: checking

CNS_Savar says:
Computer, activate the EMH.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: sir it is the same residue that is on all decks of the apollo but it seems to be pulsating like it was energy

Host CSecWolfe says:
@ <EMH>  Please state the nature of the medical emergency.  ::looks at the CNS::  Savar:  Who are you?  You aren't a member of the crew?

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  Does it appear to pose a threat?

CNS_Savar says:
@EMH: I am Ensign Savar Dickinson, Counselor of Arcadia Station.

CEO_JJ says:
::begins to try and inhance the picture to see if the hull is alright::

CEO_JJ says:
CO: I can't get a good look at the hull for the moment I don't know

CNS_Savar says:
@EMH: Do you remember anything about an artifact brought aboard?

Host CSecWolfe says:
@  <EMH>  Artifact?  What artifact?

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  Speculate.  Would a field like this be harmful to organic life?

COPSPalme says:
*CSO*  Are you getting that reading on the nacelles?

CSO_Tyler says:
*COPS* Tyler to Palmer.  Can you route my sensor scans of the Apollo energy residue to the console in transporter room 2

CEO_JJ says:
CO: I don't know if it fulls all spaces of air then it would sufocate people.

CNS_Savar says:
@EMH: There was an artifact brought on board this vessel.  The logs I downloaded then indicate the artifact waws opened.  Now there is no crew left on board but two Vulcans in a mentally hyper-active state.

COPSPalme says:
*CSO* Copy that, rerouting to your console.

CSO_Tyler says:
*COPS* Yes, i don't know what it is but i'm going to use it as a filtering agent down hear

Host CSecWolfe says:
@ <EMH>  ::photonic eyebrows furrow::

CNS_Savar says:
@EMH: You have no recolection of these events?

CTO_Matt says:
::scans the area looking for any ships approaching::

CEO_JJ says:
CO: I am not able to get a completely clear picture of the hull there but there is a spot that diffinantly looks like it has been breached

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  Well, is  the field moving at all?  And, can you show me it's approximate position in relation to the position of the AT?

Host CSecWolfe says:
@  <EMH> I do not, they do not keep me consulted about everything

CEO_JJ says:
CO: sir the field isn't moving it is still on the Nacelles

COPSPalme says:
*CNS* How are you doing? Can you have the EMH scan the artifact?

CSO_Tyler says:
:: begins entering sensor readings to transporter console to filter out of any transports::

CTO_Matt says:
::taps into the Apollo's sensors and checks the warp drive readings::

CSO_Tyler says:
*COPS* Rich, whats the status of the Apollo's warp core, is the same residue detected there??

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  Display a 3D map of the ship, indicating the approximate position of the field and the position of the AT.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: yes sir ::inputs commands and it appears on viewer::

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Sir, there is something odd about the Warp Drive on the Apollo.

CNS_Savar says:
@EMH: Excuse me.  *COPS*: I have the EMH on-line and he knows nothing of the artifact or the two Vulcans.

Host CSecWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE PROJECTED FIELD SURROUNDS ENGINEERING AND THE WHOLE WARP NACELLES

CEO_JJ says:
CTO: check to see if there is a subspace field around the ship

COPSPalme says:
*CSO* I'll check.  CTO: How is the Apollo's warp core?

CO_Reed says:
CTO:  What is it?

CEO_JJ says:
CO: sir the field it changed

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Sir, Warp Drive appears to be online and according to power usages, shouldnt be online.

CO_Reed says:
CTO:  Can you link up with the Apollo's computer?

Host CSecWolfe says:
::watches everything::

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Sir, I am already linked up with the Apollo.

CNS_Savar says:
@EMH: I will need to bring the two hyper-active Vulcans into Sickbay for treatment.  Is there an anti-grav stretcher around?

CO_Reed says:
CTO: Patch me into the engineering computers.

CEO_JJ says:
CO: sir since the field is around the nacelles and near the warp core I think that the field might be Subspace in origin

COPSPalme says:
*CSO* Still reading a anomly.

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Yes, Sir.  ::patches the CO into the engineering computers::

CO_Reed says:
CEO:  Have any similar anomalies ever been reported?

COPSPalme says:
*CNS* Can the EMH scan the vulcans from sickbay?

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Sir, if this things feeds on Antimatter inductions, if we power down the ships warp core, would it not then seek out the closest antimatter inductions?

CO_Reed says:
::looks at the Engineering files::

CSO_Tyler says:
Transporter chief::  nobody goes to or comes from the apollo without letting me know ::turns and heads for OPS::

CEO_JJ says:
CO: there are anomalies that have attached themselves to ships and were brought into normal space when the ship dropped out of warp

CNS_Savar says:
@*COPS*: I'll have him do so.  ::Instructs EMH to scan Vulcans at given coordinates::

CO_Reed says:
CTO:  Possibly, however, outter hull visual scans seem to suggest that there is a breach.  This field may be preventing that breach from affecting our AT.

Host CSecWolfe says:
@  <EMH>  ::goes to scanning::

CO_Reed says:
::reviews the most recent Engineering logs::

CTO_Matt says:
CO:  Yes, Sir.

COPSPalme says:
::scans the Apollo's personal records for identities of Vulcans::

CSO_Tyler says:
::arrives in OPS::

CEO_JJ says:
CTO: can you tell if there is a subspace field around the Apollo and if there is what kind is it Symetrical or Asymetrical

CSO_Tyler says:
::takes science staiton::

CTO_Matt says:
::scans the Apollo for any subspace field::  CEO:  checking now.

CO_Reed says:
::checks to see how long the engines were reported as running::

COPSPalme says:
CO: Sir, the two vulcans are the CSO and Head Xenobiology.

CO_Reed says:
Self:  Hmm..

CSO_Tyler says:
::reviews logs to see if an engine shutdown was ever attempted

COPSPalme says:
::keeps tabs on everything happening::

CEO_JJ says:
::keeps working on picture::

CO_Reed says:
CTO:  Can you tell from here if the computer on the Apollo is damaged?

CTO_Matt says:
CO and CEO:  Sir, there are no subspace fields around the Apollo.  Just the unusual energy field around the warp nacelles and the smaller one located in the main eningerring.

CTO_Matt says:
::checks on the computer core of the Apollo::

CEO_JJ says:
CTO: check the power tranfer conduits for the field

Host CSecWolfe says:
-@-@-@-@-  PAUSE MISSION -@-@-@-@-

